ABSTRACT
in Supplemental Material. Plasmids were pA3B2, a pACYC184 Cm R 127 derivative encoding a weak lacP::cI fusion (2, 23); pJWL486, a vector control for pA3B2 128 (2); and pJWL615, a derivative of the Spc R plasmid pGB2, carrying the lacI q gene (2).
the IHF binding site or the UP element ( Fig. 2 ) affected the activity of P RM , using the 156 following reporter system (11).
157
This system (Fig. 2C) control strain with no CI lacked this plasmid. As previously noted (11), this system 167 behaves differently in rich medium (LB) and minimal medium (M9), in that much more
168
CI is made in M9 than in LB, both without IPTG and at a given IPTG level. Hence, the 169 shapes of the dose-response curves differ, and these shapes cannot be compared between 170 the two growth media.
171
In the absence of CI, the unstimulated P RM promoter activity leads to a very low with an estimated ΔG of -0.5 kcal/mole (6), not all of the template molecules will be 190 looped; hence the population is a mixture of unlooped and looped species, and the plateau 191 level underestimates the activity of the looped octameric species.
192
We assessed the effects of changing the cis-acting sites. To remove the UP 193 element, we deleted it by removing residues -86 to -104 relative to the P L start site,
194
giving a deletion we term ΔUP (Fig. 2E) form, including a few that show an expression level similar to the T imm control. Based on activity of the looped form. In this case (Fig. 3A) , the reduced level suggests that P RM is 225 less active in the looped form than in the unlooped form.
226
We next tested the effects of the mutations on lacZ expression directed by the 227 weak prm240 promoter in M9 medium at 30° C (Fig. 3D) hence, the behavior described above does not reflect a peculiarity of the r1 mutation.
261
Taken together, these findings reveal unexpected complexity in the mechanism of which lacZ expression is the same as the control, we assume that the looped form can 267 also occur, and we infer that in these cases P RM activity is unaffected by looping.
The detailed effects of mutations in the UP element and the IHF site on the 269 activity of the looped form depend on the growth medium and on the identity of the P RM
270
allele. With wild-type P RM , the UP element is required for stimulation; hence our data makes a small independent contribution to the mechanism of stimulation.
281
With the prm240 allele, the ΔUP allele reduced expression below that of the 282 control in both media, and the Δ(71-101) had a somewhat lower level yet. The IHF 283 mutation reduced expression to the same level as the control; we infer that the looped 284 form has activity roughly equal to the unlooped form. Thus, the IHF site appears to play a 285 more important role when P RM is weakened by mutation.
286

Effects on repression
287
The pioneering work of Dodd et al (6) suggested that loop formation 288 accompanying octamer formation is only marginally favored energetically. In contrast,
289
once the loop has formed, dodecamer formation is much more strongly favored. It is 290 plausible that the energetics of dodecamer formation might be altered in the absence of the IHF site and/or the UP element. We addressed this issue by analyzing reporter 292 constructs that allowed us to assay repression as well as activation of P RM .
293
We used sets of reporters similar to those above, except that they were wild-type
294
at O L 3 and O R 3, allowing dodecamer formation to occur, and tested wild-type P RM and 295 prm240 in both LB and M9 minimal medium (Fig. 4) . In each case, lacZ expression at 296 low CI concentrations resembled that seen with the templates mutated in O L 3 and O R 3
297 (see Fig. 3 ). Expression rose from a low level to a level resembling that at the plateau 298 seen when repression could not occur ( Fig. 3 ). At higher CI levels, a substantial decline 299 in expression was seen, which was more severe in cells grown in M9, presumably 300 because the CI levels at a given IPTG concentration are higher (11).
301
We interpret this pattern as follows. forms include those with RNAP bound ("B") at P RM and those free ("F") of RNAP; those 506 in the parallel ("P") and antiparallel ("A") looped configurations; and those that are 507 unlooped ("U"). In addition, our data support the existence of stimulated forms ("S") in 508 which the αCTD contacts the UP element.
509
Equilibrium constants for these interconversions are not presently known, but 510 some information is available. The energy change upon looping, termed ΔG oct (6, 9), has 511 a value of about -0.5 kcal/mole, based on fitting reporter data at various CI levels to 512 physicochemical models of the λ circuitry. This value reflects the equilibrium between 513 UF and AF (or between UB and AB) (Fig. 8) . At a value of -0.5 kcal/mole, about 70% of 514 the templates would be in the looped form.
515
The in vivo equilibrium constant is also not known for the interconversion active as AS, the same argument would apply to the parallel forms.
529
In this model, no other changes would need to occur in the activity of the 530 promoter to account for the stimulatory effect. There is a limit on the degree to which 
535
This model is also consistent with the greater degree of stimulation observed with 536 the mutant prm240 promoter (Fig. 3, ref. (11) ). We have suggested (11) stimulation by this mechanism, as observed in these two cases ( Fig. 3 and 6 ). In addition,
545
the equilibrium between PS and PB might differ from that between AS and AB. would also reduce the overall activity. A combination of all these changes is also possible. Our data do not permit us to infer which of these possible changes occur in the 585 various mutants we analyzed. However, decreases below the level of the unlooped 586 control imply that some of the looped species (Fig. 5) are repressed, partially or 587 completely, relative to the unlooped control.
588
Role of IHF site 589 We found that the IHF binding site adjacent to O L 3 plays a role in looping-590 mediated stimulation of P RM (Fig. 3) . With wild-type P RM , mutating this site reduced the 
774
Adapted from (11) with modifications. IPTG concentration, affording a range of CI levels. As described previously (11), at 2 800 mM IPTG, CI levels in the latter strain in LB at 37°C and in M9 at 30°C were about 801 equal to and 3 times, respectively, the level in a lysogen (11). Some CI is made in the 802 absence of IPTG; in LB at 37°C, the CI levels in cells grown at 0.01 and 0.2 mM IPTG 803 were roughly 0.1 and 0.5, respectively, times the lysogen level (11). 
